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The Lithium Problem

� Discovery of the Li7

plateau → primordial 

abundance.

Spite &Spite 1982

� Development of Big Bang 
Nucleosynthesis (BBN) allowed for 
theoretical predictions of the primordial 
abundances of the primordial elements.

� Theses abundances were in partial 
agreement with those derived 
observationally



The Lithium problem
� BBN + WMAP constrained 

baryon density narrow down 

possible values for primordial 

abundances

� Several primordial 

abundances in good 

agreement. However, other agreement. However, other 

primordial abundances aren’t 

in such good agreement.

� Notably 3He and 7Li, with 7Li 

having one of the biggest 

discrepancies.

� This is the “Lithium problem”
Coc & Vangioni (2005)



The Lithium Problem

� Several possibilities emerged to explain the 

discrepancy: 

� The discrepancy exists, and BBN has failed to accurately 

predict the primordial abundances: Cosmological and particle 

physics possibilities affecting BBN.

� Some galactic Li was destroyed before these stars formed

� The stars studied have destroyed some of the 7Li with which 

they formed: Diffusion

� The discrepancy is due to systematic errors within the 

calculations of the Li abundance: Largest uncertainty from the 

effective temperature scales for metal-poor stars.



The Effective Temperature Scale

� Temperature most important atmospheric 

parameter in determining Li abundances.

� High sensitivity: 0.065 dex in log abundance 

per 100K in Teff.per 100K in Teff.

� Temperature scales adopted by different 

authors can vary considerably: A comparison 

between Ryan et al (2001) and Meléndez and Ramírez 

(2005) shows a difference of 400K for very low 

metallicities ([Fe/H] < -3)



Observations and Data Analysis
� Sample selection and acquisition: 

- Contains 24 metal-poor stars at the Population II main-sequence 
turnoff.

- Two observing runs using the UCLES instrument, on the AAT, to 
obtain blue spectra, with s/n=100, for a subset of these stars (18 of 
the 24).

� We use an excitaion energy method that utilises the 

Boltzmann equation to calculate T scale.Boltzmann equation to calculate Teff scale.

� Measure equivalent widths (Wλ) of all unblended Fe I and Fe I 

lines in the spectrum of the star.

� These Wλ are used with a single line radiative transfer code, 

WIDTH6, to determine abundances for each Fe line.

� The Teff is then constrained by nulling any trends in the plot of 

abundance versus excitation energy, χ.



Results

Star name EW (Li) Teff (K) (MS) A(Li) Teff (K) (SG) A(Li)

BD-13 3442 21 6327  ± 87 2.20 ± 0.057 6180  ± 87 2.10 ± 0.057

BD+20 2030 20.5 6214  ± 104 2.11 ± 0.068 6101  ± 104 2.03 ± 0.068

BD+24 1676 21.1 6292  ± 52 2.18 ± 0.0085 6208  ± 52 2.12 ± 0.010

BD+26 2621 22.5 6145  ± 107 2.11 ± 0.070

BD+26 3578 24.6 6197  ± 81 2.19 ± 0.053

BD+3 740 19.5 6362  ± 113 2.19 ± 0.074 6200  ± 113 2.08 ± 0.074

BD+9 2190 14.6 6512  ± 129 2.21 ± 0.084 6367  ± 129 2.08 ± 0.084

CD-24 17504 18.1 6077  ± 232 2.00 ± 0.151 6079  ± 232 1.96 ± 0.151

Li Abundances

CD-24 17504 18.1 6077  ± 232 2.00 ± 0.151 6079  ± 232 1.96 ± 0.151

CD-33 1173 17.2 6389  ± 55 2.15 ± 0.036

CD-35 14849 28.8 6186  ± 38 2.26 ± 0.025

CD-71 1234 25.9 6195  ± 53 2.21 ± 0.035 6170  ± 53 2.19 ± 0.035

G64-12 21.2 6307  ± 90 2.19 ± 0.059 6265  ± 90 2.17 ± 0.072

G64-37 18.2 6184  ± 106 2.04 ± 0.070 6191  ± 106 2.04 ± 0.070

LP635-14 20.2 6372  ± 114 2.21 ± 0.074 6181  ± 114 2.08 ± 0.074

LP815-43 16.1 6533  ± 107 2.22 ± 0.069 6397  ± 107 2.13 ± 0.069

HD84937 24.9 6152  ± 102 2.16 ± 0.066

---------

HD140283 47.9 5785 ± 39 2.22 ± 0.025

HD74000 22.1 6082  ± 127 2.06 ± 0.083



Results-Errors
� Several sources of error that need to be quantified

� Adopted log g: 

� sensitive to age – 1Gyr difference         0.03 dex / 12 K (MS) 

0.06 dex / 24 K(SGB)

� Sensitive to the initial temperature, we used Tphot 

� An error of + 100 K           -0.06 dex            -24 K (MS)

+0.06 dex           +24 K (SGB)

� Therefore Tχ weakly dependant on an imperfect value of Tphot.

Major contribution from the nulling procedure� Major contribution from the nulling procedure

� Slope of fit subject to statistical errors

� 1σ ≈ 0.01 – 0.015 dex           60 – 80 K

� Line-to-line errors in EW, gf, and damping values incorporated in W6 

abundances.

� Errors are quadrature sum of the statistical error plus contributions 

from ∆Age = 1Gyr, ∆ξ = 0.1kms-1, ∆[Fe/H] = 0.05dex, ∆Tphot = 100K



Results-Teff Comparison
Plot of results from this 

work against results from 

Ryan et al. 1999.

Good agreement at lower 

temperatures, Teff < 6250 K

Mean difference :

Differences possibly due to 

inaccurate dereddening, 

inaccurate calibration to 

standards, or a flawed Mean difference :

At higher temperature, Teff

> 6250 K, not as good

Mean difference:

( )χ phot 19KT T− = −

( )χ phot 114KT T− =

standards, or a flawed 

colour-temperature 

calibration.  On the other 

hand it may be due to 

inaccuracies in the model 

atmospheres used in this 

work.



Results-Teff Comparison
Plot of results from this work 

against results from Asplund 

et al. 2006

Comparable results.

Neither scale resolves the 

Li problem, however, both 

suffer from LTE effects.

Departure from LTE of 

only a few percent would 

lead to a 100 K increase 

in the Balmer wing 

temperatures (Barklem 

2006)



Results-Teff Comparison
Plot of results from this work 

against results from 

Meléndez and Ramírez 

(2004)

Meléndez and Ramírez scale 

hotter by and average of ~ 

250 K

Difference possibly due to Difference possibly due to 

LTE effects on our scale, 

incorrect calibration of the 

Bolometric flux in the IRFM. 

Also noted (Alonso et al. 

1996) that the combined effect 

of the errors in determining 

the IR flux, using different 

photometric bands, is to move 

the zero point of the scale.



Results-Lithium Abundances

Similar values in the 

coefficients to Ryan et al. 

(1999) and Asplund et al. 

(2006). 

Large errors on SGB 

coefficient mean no useful 

constraint.

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Li 2.60 0.12 0.159 0.044 Fe/HA = ± + ±

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Li 2.39 0.14 0.105 0.050 Fe/HA = ± + ±

(MS)

(SGB)

constraint.

MS coefficient > 3σ but no 

guarantee that all the stars 

are MS.



Results-Lithium Abundances

Mean Lithium abundances: A(Li) = 2.16 dex with a scatter of 0.072 dex  MS

A(Li) = 2.10 dex with a scatter of 0.069 dex  SGB

For the five stars with a defined evolutionary state we get values of:

A(Li) = 2.12 dex with a scatter of 0.072 dex

These values are all well below that derived from WMAP:

A(Li)WMAP = 2.62 dex

Therefore systematic errors in the LTE Teff scale do not appear to 

solve the Li problem.
CAN NON-LTE CORRECTIONS RESOLVE THE DIFFERENCE?



NON-LTE
Very deep in the star, below an optical depth ≈ 1, LTE does hold due to the high 

densities and opacities           thermalization of photons

In outer atmosphere this is no longer true          radiative rates dominate

radiation field can no longer be described as Planckian

therefore not in an equilibrium state

LTE no longer holds



NON-LTE
The equation used in Non-LTE are derived using the assumption of Statistical 

equilibrium, which imply a static situation:
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Where Pi,j is the total transition probability per second for a transition from 

level i to level j, and ni is the population of level i:

0, ,, ,ii ji j j ij B J CP A ν= + +

We can see from these equations that the level populations depend on the 

collisional rate and the radiation field, it is also the case that the radiation field 

depends on the level populations. Therefore, in non-LTE calculations, the rate 

equations and the transfer equations have to be solved simultaneously. 

This process becomes very complicated, especially for heavier elements, as a 

detailed model atom is needed. This must contain information on as many levels of 

the atom as possible.

We are currently studying the use of Non-LTE on the line formation, rather than 

using the Boltzmann equation (LTE), and intend to calculate a new Teff scale using 

this method. This work will be published within the next year.
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